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DOME CINEMAS 3D 4D 5D 6D
next generation DOME CINEMA attractions by

DOME CINEMAS 3D | 4D | 5D | 6D
From classic dome cinemas to immersive domes with
embedded interactivity: project: syntropy has been pushing
the limits of the existing technology in terms of quality,
reliability and adaptability for years.
project syntropy offers a one stop shop service from consultancy, the complete design stage to turn-key delivery.
project: syntropy builds bespoke dome attractions based
on your visions and requirements. Start from a certain
dome size our just give us the capacity you need and
choose from a list of various set-ups and add-ons.
We have created dome systems and attractions from 0.8m
diameter up to over 30m diameter for various purposes.
Starting from our 0.8m miniature dome for content production, as a preview tool or as an interactive exhibit to our
studio- and exhibition-domes with 5 - 8m diameter up to
large capacity dome attractions even with special shapes
and designs.

4D - Effects
Enrich the experience by adding various 4D theatre- or seatbased effects like fog, water, wind, snow or haze.

5D - Motion
For the ultimate immersion we offer motion seats (4 seats
benches) or motion pods (4 - 18 seats) to be integrated into
the dome. Ultra realistic experience is achieved by expert
motion profile programmers. The all electric driven systems
are designed for low maintenance and very long lifetime.

6D - Interactivity
Turn your venue into an interactive game! Our customizable
gun systems and gesture recognition systems can be used
for a wide range of interactive applications and games to create thrilling experiences. The open interfaces allow content
or game designs to easily migrate between attractions.

Content
We cooperate with leading content providers and -producers to provide licensing of the latest movies or arrange a
customized production for your theme or IP to make your
attraction unique.

2D - Dome Style
Choose a style first: a classic planetarium setup, a tilted
dome or our immersiveDOME.

3D - Projection Experience
Go beyond the standard setup and add spectacular
3D projection to your attraction. project: syntropy is
specialized in state-of-the-art active3D projection using
flicker-free 120Hz technology. Other 3D stereo systems
can be offered as well.
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miniDOME 25

immersiveDOME 200

The 5m dome (as can be seen on our IAAPA booth) offers
a state-of-the-art experience for 25 people on a very small
footprint for a competitive pricing. You may alternatively
choose to have 8 motion seats (2x4).

With the same 20m by 20m footprint you can fit up to 200
people into a 16m hyper-dome. The visitors standing on the
central platform are literally surrounded by the projection
and thus fully immersed. This high-capacity attraction can
be enhanced with interactivity as well.

classicDOME 134

motionDOME 80

classicDOME 134 is a 16m diameter classic dome cinema
in tilted design. The 16m diameter dome features 134
seats, a stunning 4k visual with active3D stereo in 120Hz
technology and a 7.1 immersive audio system. The footprint
is about 20m by 20m.

Also based on a 16m tilted dome (20m by 20m footprint)
this dome is equipped with 80 motion seats. This
experience is designed to offer ultimate immersion. The
4-seat benches are electrically driven and redefine the
quality of 5D theatre experiences.
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Try another World

Turn-Key Provider of Next Generation Dome Cinemas
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